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GOP leaders back up Mueller
Trump attack on special
counsel revives concern
prosecutor could be fired
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

Donald
Trump

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump on Sunday abandoned a
strategy of showing deference to the
special counsel examining Russia’s

interference in the 2016 presidential
election, lashing out at what he characterized as a partisan investigation and alarming Republicans who
feared he might seek to shut it down.
Trump has long suggested that
allegations that he or his campaign
conspired with Russia to influence
the election were a “hoax” and part
of a “witch hunt,” but until this
weekend he had largely heeded the
advice of lawyers who counseled

him not to directly attack Robert
Mueller, the special counsel, for fear
of antagonizing prosecutors.
“Why does the Mueller team have
13 hardened Democrats, some big
Crooked Hillary supporters, and
Zero Republicans?” Trump wrote on
Twitter. “Another Dem recently added … does anyone think this is fair?
And yet, there is NO COLLUSION!”
The attack on Mueller, a longtime
Republican and former FBI director

appointed by a Republican president,
George W. Bush, drew immediate
rebukes from some members of the
party who expressed concern that
it might presage an effort to fire the
special counsel. Such a move, they
warned, would give the appearance
of a corrupt attempt to short-circuit
the investigation and set off a bipartisan backlash.

SANTA ROSA » City’s new garbage hauler encourages businesses,
residents to use company services that keep food waste out of landfills
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FACEBOOK PRIVACY

Officials
demand
answers
on data
Capture of users’ info
for 2016 election may
have broken FTC deal
By CRAIG TIMBERG
AND TONY ROMM
WASHINGTON POST
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Recology Waste Zero specialists John LaBarge, left, and Celia Furber inspect the garbage behind A’Roma Roasters in Santa Rosa. Recology is
encouraging businesses to begin composting programs.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

C

arole Carpenter always felt funny about throwing thousands of
pounds of used coffee grounds into
the garbage.
The manager of the popular Railroad
Square cafe A’Roma Roasters knew the
rich brown granules made a great soil
fertilizer, a fact she was reminded of
whenever customers asked if they could

the cafe’s other food waste.
take some home to sprinkle in
ONLINE
So Celia Furber, the “waste
their gardens.
See a video
zero”
manager with Recology, the
“It seems like such a waste to
interview with
city’s new garbage hauler, and
just throw them in the garbage,”
John LaBarge of
John LaBarge, a Recology waste
said Carpenter, who has managed Recology at the
the operation for 20 years.
Press Democrat’s zero specialist, sat down with
But with limited kitchen space,
YouTube channel. Carpenter last week to see if they
could find ways to help the eatery
no simple way to set the coffee
keep more food waste out of the landfill.
grounds aside for gardeners, and no green
It turns out that A’Roma Roasters
bin to dispose of them in, Carpenter just
did what was easiest — she told employees
to toss them in the dumpster along with all
TURN TO COMPOST » PAGE A2

U.S. and European officials
on Sunday called for Facebook
chief executive Mark Zuckerberg to explain how personal information about tens of millions
of users ended up in the hands of
a data analysis firm that worked
for President Donald Trump’s
2016 campaign — without the
permission or knowledge of the
vast majority
of those affected.
News reports
about
Facebook’s role in
the aggressive
form of data
collection also
have raised se- Mark
rious questions Zuckerberg
about whether
the company violated a landmark consent decree with a federal watchdog agency designed
to prevent privacy violations.
Two former U.S. officials who
negotiated the 2011 agreement
between the Federal Trade
Commission and Facebook say
the company may have broken
its promises, potentially triggering many millions of dollars in
fines.
“I would not be surprised if at
some point the FTC looks at this.
I would expect them to,” said
David Vladeck, a former director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection. In that role,
he oversaw the investigation of
alleged privacy violations by
Facebook and the resulting consent decree.
Vladeck said the law allows
fines up to $40,000 per violaTURN TO FACEBOOK » PAGE A7

INSIDE
PUTIN’S SLAM DUNK:

Protections for California’s deserts again at risk
FEDERAL-STATE FIGHT » Trump plan to shrink
protected areas upends years of settled status
By LOUIS SAHAGUN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

It looks like a barren no man’s
land, but the vast desert outside
Indio has many suitors.
Conservationists see its acres
of creosote bush and cholla
cactus as scarce habitat for
tortoises, pronghorn antelope
and an elusive variety of mule
deer. Energy companies view its

Tom Egan,
Defenders of
Wildlife, checks
an ironwood
tree at Chuckwalla Bench
on Feb. 28. The
Chuckwalla
Mountains
range was
designated as
Wilderness Area
in 1994 by the
Bureau of Land
Management.

sunbaked plains and windswept
ridgelines as prime perches for
solar panels and wind turbines.
Dirt tracks that wiggle across
its sandy washes are testament
to its popularity among off-road
motorsports enthusiasts.
Until last year, all parties had
reached something of an accord. Obama-era rules ensured
TURN TO DESERTS » PAGE A2
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Russian president cruises
to re-election in landslide
over token opposition;
wins fourth term / A7
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